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Quote

Anyone can become angry—that is easy. 

But to be angry with the right person, to the right 
degree, At the right time, for the right purpose, and in 
the right way

—that is not easy

-Aristotle



Emotions & the Brain



Emotions
Emotions are, in essence, impulses to act. The word 

emotion comes from the Latin verb “motere,” which means 
to move. The prefix “e” conotates “move away.” 

Emotions = root impulses to act

Love Enmity

Fear Confidence

Kindness Unkindness

Anger Calmness



Two Basic Motivations For All 
Human Behavior

Love

Fear



Rational mind Emotional mind
Hippocampus Amygdale

Dry fact Emotional flavor

Head Heart

Thought Feeling



Social Intelligence (SI) Defined
The ability to understand others and act wisely 
in human relations

Five domains for SI: 
Knowing one’s emotions
Managing emotions
Motivating emotions
 Recognizing emotions in others
Handling relationships



Emotional Intelligence (EI) Defined

Emotional intelligence is the innate 
potential to feel, use, communicate, 
recognize, remember, learn from, manage, 
and understand emotions.



High IQ Men

He is ambitious and productive, predictable and 
dogged, and untroubled by concerns about himself. He 
also tends to be critical and condescending, fastidious 
and inhibited, uneasy with sexuality and sensual 
experience, unexpressive and detached, and 
emotionally bland and cold.



High EI Men

He is socially poised, outgoing and cheerful, not prone 
to fearfulness or worried rumination. They have a 
notable capacity for commitment to people or causes, 
for taking responsibility, and for having an ethical 
outlook; they sympathetic and caring in their 
relationships. Their emotional life is rich, but 
appropriate; they are comfortable with themselves, 
others, and the social universe they live in.



High IQ Women

They have intellectual confidence, are fluent in 
expressing their thoughts, value intellectual matters, 
and have a wide range of intellectual and aesthetic 
interests. They also tend to be introspective, prone to 
anxiety, rumination, and guilt, and hesitate to express 
their anger openly (though they do so indirectly). 



High EI Women

They tend to be assertive and express their feelings directly, 
and to feel positive about themselves; life hold meaning for 
them. Like the men, they are outgoing and gregarious, and 
express their feelings appropriately (rather than, say, in 
outbursts they later regret); they adapt well to stress. Their 
social poise lets them easily reach out to new people; they 
are comfortable enough with themselves to be playful, 
spontaneous, and open to sensual experience. Unlike the 
women purely high in IQ, they rarely feel anxious or guilty, 
or sink into rumination (Goleman, 2005, p. 44-45).
Harmonizing Emotion and Thought



Five Dimensions
Personal Competence:

Self Awareness

Self Management

Motivation

Social Competence:

Empathy

Social Skills



EI Competencies
Self-Awareness Empathy

Emotional Awareness Understand Others
Accurate Self-Assessment    Developing Others
Self-Confidence Service Orientation

Self Management Leveraging Diversity
Self Control Political Awareness
Trustworthiness Social Skills
Conscientiousness Influence
Adaptability Communication
Innovation Conflict Management

Motivation Leadership
Achievement Drive Change Catalyst
Commitment Building Bonds
Initiative Collaboration & Cooperation
Optimism Team Capabilities 



Who Are You?
Intelligence is now being understood in a 
much broader sense. The realm of emotion 
now extends the concept beyond language 
and cognition. It includes the emotional 
aspect of who we are, but who are we?

Exercise: 

Write down who you are in one sentence.



Emotions
The ancient Greeks were famous for their sense of self-mastery, 
the word they used was sophrosyne, which meant the “care and 
intelligence in conducting one’s life”; a tempered understanding 
and wisdom. The Romans and the early Christian church called 
it temperantia or temperance – the restraining of emotional 
excess. The idea was not to suppress emotion but harness it 
because they believed that every feeling has its value and 
significance.

What every person should strive for is the appropriate emotion 
and feeling proportionate to the circumstance. That is the care 
and intelligence in conducting one’s life. Keeping our distressing 
emotions in check is the key to emotional well-being; extremes 
undermine our stability. Let’s look at three key emotions:



Anger

Cool headed 
revenge Outrage at 

unfairness

Anger is the mood that people are the worst
at controlling. Anger is the most seductive
emotion that goes negative. It is also
energizing and exhilarating. There are
different kinds of anger:



Anxiety
The worrying mind spins on in an endless loop of low-
grade melodrama, one set of concerns leading on to 
the next and back again. Anxiety is triggered by fear. 
The mind obsesses on how to handle the “threat.” 
Worry is, in a sense, a rehearsal of what might go 
wrong and how to deal with it.

Worries overwhelm reason

Anxiety undermines the 

intellect

Hope makes all the difference



Empathy
Empathy is based on awareness. You have to be 
aware (open) to your emotions. Most of us are 
emotionally tone-deaf. We are not aware  of “the 
emotional notes and chords that weave through 
people’s words and actions—the telling tone of 
voice or shift in posture, the eloquent silence or 
telltale tremble—go unnoted” (Goleman, 2005, p. 
96). This failure to register another’s feelings is a 
major deficit in emotional intelligence, and a 
tragic failing in what it means to be human.



Conclusion
Our emotional intelligence should help us be 
more charming, polite, considerate, sensitive, and 
ultimately more popular with other people. People 
who are able to help others soothe their feelings have 
an especially valued social commodity; they are the 
souls others turn to when in greatest emotional need. 
In reality we are all part of each other’s tool kit for 
emotional change.
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